ACCOUNTABILITY WITHOUT DELIBERATION?
SEPARATION OF POWERS IN TIMES OF WAR
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INTRODUCTION

Much prior scholarship on war powers has articulated something of a false dichotomy: either Congress possesses the exclusive power to initiate war, and therefore presidents who fail to respect this legislative prerogative act unconstitutionally; or presidents possess independent constitutional authority to initiate hostilities as they see fit, with or without congressional sanction and input. Mariah Zeisberg’s *War Powers* and Stephen Griffin’s *Long Wars and the Constitution* offer more nuanced frameworks for assessing the constitutional fidelity of both branches’ exercise of war powers. The books share an emphasis on interbranch deliberation as a defining feature of the constitutional exercise of war authority; however, both paint a rather dour picture of interbranch deliberation in the post-1945 era. Rather than reliably engaging the executive in sustained debate, Congress has often, in President Obama’s words, chosen to “sit on the sidelines” and “snipe” when such behavior is politically advantageous. I argue that, while normatively suboptimal, Congress’ reactive stance is a product of the incentives facing individual members. When Congress does engage military policy debates, its contributions rarely meet the deliberative norms articulated by Griffin and Zeisberg. Nevertheless, I argue that even politically motivated congressional challenges to the President’s conduct of military policy may nonetheless, in some political climates, achieve much of the democratic accountability that Griffin envisions as the ultimate end of interbranch deliberation. Congressional challenges impose tangible political costs on the President; in many cases, these costs are significant enough to encourage an administration to alter its preferred policy course. Finally, this Article explores how the strength of this congressional constraint and the measure of accountability it brings varies
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significantly from case to case and over time. While partisanship was the dominant factor driving interbranch conflict for much of the post-1945 era, growing ideological cleavages with respect to foreign policy within both parties may weaken the partisan dynamic to these interbranch wartime politics in the future.

I. BREAKING THROUGH A FALSE WAR POWERS DICHOTOMY

The terrorist attacks of September 11, 2001, did more than destroy two icons of American economic and military might and rattle the sense of inviolable security dear to most Americans in a post-Cold War world. It also sent shock waves that long reverberated through our separation of powers system. To meet the exigent threat, Congress delegated sweeping power to the President with the Authorization for Use of Military Force in September of 2001 ("AUMF"), a legal instrument still used by President Obama thirteen years later to justify a new war against the Islamic State of Iraq and the Levant ("ISIL") absent new congressional authorization for military action.

Moreover, when the AUMF and subsequent legislation has not granted sufficient authority, post-9/11 presidents have claimed they possess the requisite power to act independently under Article II of the Constitution. For example, while the AUMF is often described as a blank check, it is important to remember that Congress actually amended the Bush administration’s proposed draft, circumscribing the scope of the authorization by striking language that would empower the President not only to “to use all necessary and appropriate force against those nations, organizations, or persons he determines planned, authorized, committed, or aided the terrorist attacks that occurred on September 11, 2001 . . . .”.

1 See Authorization for Use of Military Force, Pub. L. No. 107-40, 115 Stat. 224 (2001) (“[T]he President is authorized to use all necessary and appropriate force against those nations, organizations, or persons he determines planned, authorized, committed, or aided the terrorist attacks that occurred on September 11, 2001 . . . .”).


3 See, e.g., George W. Bush, Statement on Signing the Authorization for Use of Military Force Against Iraq Resolution of 2002, 2 PUB. PAPERS 1814 (Oct. 16, 2002) (“[M]y request for [this resolution] did not . . . constitute any change in the long-standing positions of the executive branch on either the President’s constitutional authority to use force to deter, prevent, or respond to aggression or other threats to U.S. interests.”); Memorandum from Caroline D. Krass, Principal Deputy Assistant Att’y Gen., to the Att’y Gen., Authority to Use Military Force in Libya 1 (April 1, 2011), available at http://www.justice.gov/sites/default/files/olc/opinions/2011/04/31/authority-military-use-in-libya_0.pdf, archived at http://perma.cc/S4SY-9WGY (“[W]e concluded that the President had the constitutional authority to direct the use of force in Libya.”).
or commission of the attacks against the United States that occurred on September 11, 2001," but also "to deter and pre-empt any future acts of terrorism or aggression against the United States." Undeterred by such congressional efforts to limit presidential war powers, President Bush turned to John Yoo at the Office of Legal Counsel for a broader assessment of the Presidency’s inherent powers to address the national emergency. Yoo obliged, concluding that Congress could not narrow the Presidency’s all but plenary constitutional power to address the emergency militarily: “Neither the AUMF nor the War Powers Resolution, however, can place any limits on the President’s determinations as to any terrorist threat, the amount of military force to be used in response, or the method, timing, and nature of the response. These decisions, under our Constitution, are for the President alone to make.”

Given such brazen assertions, which seem to shake the very foundations of the constitutional order, it comes as little surprise that many pundits and scholars alike have decried the return of the “imperial Presidency.”

The conception of an imperial Presidency rests on the thesis that the Constitution establishes, if not a precise division of war powers between the branches, plain limits on unilateral presidential war-making. While late 18th and early 19th century precedents point to congressional dominance in the war powers arena, Presidents were quick to transgress these limits. By 1846, President Polk’s machinations to provoke a war with Mexico and present Congress with a fait accompli prompted his fellow Democrat John C. Calhoun

---

8 See SCHLESINGER, supra note 7, at vii-ix (describing the imperial Presidency as “receiv[ing] its . . . impetus . . . from the capture by the Presidency of . . . the decision to go to war” causing a “shift in the constitutional balance”).
to lament, “[i]t sets the example, which will enable all future Presidents to bring about a state of things, in which Congress shall be forced, without deliberation, or reflection, to declare war, however opposed to its convictions of justice or expediency.”10 The balance of interbranch war powers had obviously shifted quite far from Jefferson’s deference to congressional prerogatives during the Tripolitan War.11 After considerable interbranch jockeying in the decades following the Civil War,12 the pendulum of power once again swung overwhelming to the Commander in Chief after Pearl Harbor, culminating in the imperial presidencies of Johnson and Nixon.13

The very concept of an imperial Presidency is built on one strand—perhaps the dominant strand—of legal war powers scholarship. This research contends that the plain meaning of the constitutional text and convention and ratification debates, as well as an assessment of early practice, leave little ambiguity: Presidents cannot constitutionally initiate military action independent of Congress.14 From this perspective, presidents have routinely violated a fundamental tenet of the constitutional order from President Truman’s claim of unilateral presidential power to initiate American armed intervention in Korea in 195015 through President Obama’s assertions that he possesses independent

11 See SCHLESINGER, supra note 7, at 22-23 (“[B]ut, as Jefferson instructed Congress, [the American naval schooner’s] commander was ‘unauthorized by the Constitution, without the sanction of Congress, to go beyond the line of defense,’ so the enemy vessel, having been ‘disabled from committing further hostilities, was liberated with its crew.’ Jefferson went on to ask Congress to consider ‘whether, by authorizing measures of offense also, they will place our force on an equal footing with that of its adversaries.’”).
12 See SCHLESINGER, supra note 7, at 68-99 (describing congressional efforts to wrest war powers from the Presidency in the decades following the Civil War, followed by a presidential revival at the turn of the century, and then congressional re-entrenchment in the pre-WWII era).
13 See id. at 114-277.
14 See, e.g., LOUIS FISHER, PRESIDENTIAL WAR POWER xix, 1-29 (1995) (“This definition of executive power—to send troops anywhere in the world whenever the President likes—would have astonished the framers of the Constitution . . . . Instead, the framers vested in Congress explicit control over the initiation and authorization of war . . . .”); MICHAEL J. GLENNON, CONSTITUTIONAL DIPLOMACY 71-74, 78-87 (1990); LOUIS HENKIN, CONSTITUTIONALISM, DEMOCRACY, AND FOREIGN AFFAIRS 18-34 (1990) (“Above all, the President was not to have the King’s power to go to war; that power was given to Congress.”); Charles A. Lofgren, War-Making Under the Constitution: The Original Understanding, 81 YALE L.J. 672, 673, 699-702 (1972).
15 See SCHLESINGER, supra note 7, at 131-33 (describing President Truman’s decision not to request a resolution from Congress approving his decision to commit military forces in Korea but to, rather, “rely on his constitutional powers as President and Commander in Chief”).
authority to order military actions in Libya and Syria absent specific congressional authorization.\(^\text{16}\)

A revisionist school of thought challenges this dominant view, arguing instead that the constitutional distribution of war powers is shrouded in considerable ambiguity. The various grants of war-making authority in Articles I and II are sufficient to enable both Congress and the President to initiate military action in the course of performing their constitutional duties and responsibilities to defend the national welfare. The most extreme articulations of this view—such as that captured in Yoo’s memo of September 2001 quoted above\(^\text{17}\)—interpret executive war powers under the vesting clause of Article II so broadly as to question the legislature’s capacity to check the Commander in Chief’s decisions and actions at all. Such legislative assertion is transformed into an unconstitutional incursion into a sphere of presidential constitutional authority.\(^\text{18}\)

The end result is that much of the existing literature presents analysts with something of a false dichotomy. Either the power to initiate military action—and, presumably, ultimate authority over the course of military actions (whether they are to be “continued, or concluded” in Madison’s phrase\(^\text{19}\))—reside solely with Congress, or Presidents possess such extensive independent constitutional authority in the martial realm that the separation of powers appears all but irrelevant to questions of war powers.

\(^{16}\) See Letter from Barack Obama, Pres. of U.S., to Congress of the U.S., supra note 2; Memorandum from Caroline D. Krass, Principal Deputy Assistant Att’y Gen., to the Att’y Gen., supra note 3.

\(^{17}\) See Memorandum from John Yoo, Deputy Assistant Att’y Gen., to Deputy Counsel to the Pres., supra note 6.

\(^{18}\) See, e.g., John Yoo, The Powers of War and Peace: The Constitution and Foreign Affairs After 9/11, at 7-8 (2005) (“The Constitution draws a sharp distinction between the legislative and executive powers, which can be used by the President and Congress to cooperate, but which can also be used to pursue independent and conflicting foreign policies.”); Eugene V. Rostow, Great Cases Make Bad Law: The War Powers Act, 50 Tex. L. Rev. 833, 834-843 (1971) (discussing the serious potential foreign policy consequences of a more expansive view of Congress’ constitutional powers in foreign affairs); Philip Bobbitt, War Powers: An Essay on John Hart Ely’s War and Responsibility: Constitutional Lessons of Vietnam and Its Aftermath, 92 Mich. L. Rev. 1364, 1364-1365 (1994) (praising Ely’s book while expressing skepticism towards other authors’ suggestions that the Constitution delegates large foreign affairs powers to Congress rather than simply to the President).

\(^{19}\) Edward Corwin, The President’s Control of Foreign Relations 19 (1917) (quoting James Madison, Letters of Helvidius No. 1 (1793)).
Perhaps the core contribution of both Mariah Zeisberg’s *War Powers: The Politics of Constitutional Authority* and Stephen Griffin’s *Long Wars and the Constitution* is to free scholarship from this dichotomous paradigm and to propose more nuanced metrics on which we can assess the constitutional fidelity and authority of interbranch politics in a new era. Despite their common objective and core contribution, important differences separate the two approaches.

Griffin’s sympathies plainly lie closer to those of the congressionalists. He notes that while even antebellum presidents made bold assertions of executive war powers, they did not claim the unilateral authority to initiate war. (Griffin pp. 32-33). Consider Polk’s machinations of 1846. He provoked a Mexican attack in disputed territory as a means of presenting Congress with something of a *fait accompli*. Sensing significant congressional opposition to war, Polk took no chances and cleverly attached a declaration of war as a preamble to an appropriations bill to provide additional resources for General Taylor’s forces along the Rio Grande. The administration then aggressively whipped fellow Democrats to beat back the Whigs’ effort to sever the preamble, which might well fail on its own, from the larger appropriation for the troops in the field. These stratagems clearly pushed the limits of presidential war power as understood in the mid-19th century; yet, they also revealed the importance that the administration attached to securing congressional approval for an expanded war against Mexico.

Perhaps nowhere is the divide between the old constitutional order and the new order that arose in the shadow of the Cold War more apparent than in the stark contrast between Roosevelt’s delicate politicking in the years leading up to World War II and Truman’s unilateral decision to plunge the United States into the Korean War. Whereas Roosevelt spent years cajoling Congress and the American people, laying the groundwork for America’s eventual entry into World War II which would only come with the surprise attack on Pearl Harbor, Truman rebuffed congressional calls to seek a declaration of war against North Korea and instead argued that the Presidency possessed the requisite inherent authority to order the military action absent formal congressional sanction.

---

20 Schroeder, *supra* note 10, at 24 (“American troops had been maneuvered into a position along the Rio Grande which virtually guaranteed a Mexican reprisal; once the shots had been fired, Congress had no real choice but to follow the President into war.”).

21 *Id.* at 13.

22 *See id.* at 14-17 (describing the legislative battles that surrounded the passage of the preamble recognizing a state of war).

23 *See id.* at 24 (quoting contemporary political statements regarding the apparent overreach of executive authority). This interpretation of Polk’s efforts to secure authorization is in contrast to Zeisberg’s. (Zeisberg pp. 78-84) (recounting Polk’s strategies to take the nation to war and expressing little or no concern of executive overreach).

24 *See Schlesinger, supra* note 7, at 114-33.

25 *Id.*
Rather than simply rejecting the new constitutional order as incompatible with the plain meaning of the text, as many congressionalists do, Griffin acknowledges that the unique challenges posed by the Cold War and the emerging national security state all but required a fundamental reordering of constitutional powers, a reordering in which both branches participated. (Griffin pp. 7-8). However, in contrast to revisionists, Griffin argues the ascendant role of the executive in the new order is “inconsistent with the historical meaning of the Constitution,” even as “it has an eminently defensible policy rationale.” (p. 7). New realities and original intent are inherently in tension. (p. 236). Griffin moves the debate forward, arguing that contemporary analysts must embrace this new order and think about how it might be better managed to serve a higher goal that was the ultimate aim of the Framers themselves: harnessing the judgment and wisdom of multiple actors when guiding the ship of state in wartime. (p. 238).

The fundamental problem with the new constitutional order, according to Griffin, is “the absence of interbranch deliberation over time on matters of foreign policy and national security strategy.” (p. 8). Perhaps the most prominent fear raised by the Framers in Philadelphia was that of concentrating the powers of war and peace in too few hands. Re-energizing interbranch deliberation would address this foundational concern. When viewing contemporary war powers debates through this lens, congressional authorization for the use of force, or the lack thereof, is not in and of itself what is needed—rather, genuine interbranch deliberation is the key desideratum. (p. 8).

Zeisberg offers a different interpretation of the constitutional distribution of war powers, one that is less in line with dominant Congress-centric interpretations than that advanced by Griffin. For example, Zeisberg describes considerable ambiguity in the constitutional text, including over the meaning of the word “war” itself, that all but precludes analysts from drawing firm demarcations of authority across the branches. (Zeisberg pp. 6-10). While Congress has the power to declare war and issue letters of marque and reprisal, the debates of the Constitutional Convention plainly considered it a presidential responsibility to repel attacks and invasions. (pp. 5-6). The President takes an oath of office to defend the nation, and the vesting clause encompasses a general grant of executive power, including in the martial sphere, to the Presidency. Given such ambiguity, Zeisberg argues that we cannot simply endeavor to assess the constitutional fidelity of a branch’s

---


27 U.S. CONST. art. II, § 1, cl. 8 (“Before he enter on the execution of his office, he shall take the following oath or affirmation:—‘I do solemnly swear (or affirm) that I . . . will to the best of my ability preserve, protect and defend the Constitution of the United States.’”).

28 Id. cl. 1.
actions to a determinate legal text. (pp. 6-8). Rather, we must assess the fidelity of such actions to the politics that the constitutional text creates. (pp. 8-9).

To aid in making such assessments, Zeisberg articulates a “relational conception” through which we are to evaluate each branch’s actions with respect to the normative substantive and “processual” standards created by the Constitution. (pp. 45-50). Regarding the former, Zeisberg identifies a substantive standard: that independent presidential military action must be for defensive purposes. (pp. 19-21). In terms of process, the Constitution creates norms favoring each branch constructing its own independent judgment through the exercise of its distinctive capacities, resources, and perspectives. (pp. 31-40). Yet, at the same time, Zeisberg argues that the politics envisioned by the Framers demands that each branch enter into relationship with the other by making their constitutional assertions and policy judgments open to judgment by the other and, more generally, to “use their powers in ways that are more rather than less responsive to the positions of their rivals.” (p. 38).

The end product of such a process is much the same goal articulated by Griffin: interbranch deliberation. “When the branches review one another’s political behavior, including their interpretive claims, according to the perspectives conditioned by their various distinctive capacities, they embark on a process of interbranch deliberation that, I argue, creates constitutional authority for the war powers system as a whole.” (Griffin p. 41). In contrast to much of the war powers debate, which focuses on whether specific presidential actions accord or conflict with the specific reading of the constitutional provisions on offer, both Zeisberg and Griffin suggest a fruitful new direction: examining whether presidential or congressional actions in a specific instance facilitate or thwart productive interbranch deliberation and even conflict that gives the resulting policy outputs constitutional weight. (Griffin pp. 7-8); (Zeisberg p. 41).

II. WHY OUR SYSTEM FAILS TO PRODUCE QUALITY DELIBERATION

How well has our politics fared in producing the interbranch deliberation needed to satisfy the constitutional requirements for war-making and to produce well-reasoned policy outputs? More often than not, particularly since the conclusion of World War II and the emergence of the new security order that has characterized both the Cold War and post-9/11 eras, rather than engaging in genuine interbranch deliberation, the executive has assumed the lead role in military affairs. Congress, by contrast, has embraced a more reactive posture, preferring to concentrate its energies on attacking the President and his policies when they fail to unfold according to plan.

This characterization largely matches Griffin’s assessment. While Congress occasionally plays meaningful roles in his account, more often than not it embraces a passive role, ceding initiative to an executive branch that is eager to seize it. (Griffin pp. 239-40). Zeisberg’s longer historical sweep includes instances when presidents exposed their policy arguments and claims for presidential constitutional authority to legislative rebuff, such as Franklin
Roosevelt’s laborious coalition building in the years leading up to Pearl Harbor. (Zeisberg pp. 60-65). However, Zeisberg also paints a rather dour picture of post-1945 interbranch deliberation, both over the initiation of military action and over its conduct once begun. (pp. 146-47).

For example, Zeisberg argues that President Nixon’s clandestine invasion of Cambodia violated both substantive standards of defense and process-oriented standards of deliberation. (pp. 182-83). President Kennedy’s handling of the Cuban Missile Crisis, in Zeisberg’s assessment, had greater constitutional authority under the relational conception. (p. 183). But on the key question of deliberation, Kennedy failed. (pp. 179-80). His insistence on secrecy, which all but precluded interbranch deliberation, is justified as essential to producing an independent judgment grounded on the executive branch’s unique perspective into the crisis. (p. 179). While perhaps necessary, it is hard to square Kennedy’s decision process during the Missile Crisis with the Founders’ desire to avoid concentrating the powers of war and peace in few hands. Zeisberg only briefly alludes to the war in Iraq, arguing at one point that President Bush was “notably sensitive to legislative prerogatives in war” when he requested congressional authorization. (p. 7). While Bush did seek congressional authorization, it is important to remember that, like his father, George W. Bush insisted that he possessed the independent constitutional authority to go to war against Iraq absent any legislative sanction.29 Yet later, Zeisberg implies that the relational conception can provide support for “the common intuition that legislative processes [perhaps including the vote on the Iraq War resolution, which was rushed to Congress in the politically-charged lead up to the midterm elections] may sometimes be so deficient as to actually impair the constitutional authority of legislative assent.” (p. 47). Similarly, in her assessment of the Iran-Contra affair, Zeisberg readily identifies Congress’ failure to engage in genuine interbranch deliberation over both the scope of executive war powers and America’s policy toward Central America more generally. (pp. 196-202).

Instead of actively engaging in political and policy debates over major questions of foreign and military policy, in the contemporary era, Congress has largely recused itself from sustained engagement over questions concerning the initiation of military action, ceding the authority to and responsibility of employing American military might abroad to the President. (Griffin pp. 240-41). Instead, Congress has often preferred, in President Obama’s words, to “sit on the sidelines” and “snipe” if challenging the Commander in Chief becomes politically advantageous.30

29 See George W. Bush, supra note 3 (“While I appreciate receiving that support, my request for it did not, and my signing this resolution does not, constitute any change in the long-standing positions of the executive branch on either the President's constitutional authority to use force to deter, prevent, or respond to aggression or other threats to U.S. interests.”).

30 Gerhard Peters and John T. Wooley, Barack Obama: “The President’s News
Why has Congress embraced such a reactive position? One interpretation is to focus the blame primarily on the President; maximalist assertions of presidential unilateral authority over war initiation have effectively cut Congress out of such decisions altogether since 1945. (p. 241). However, Congress’ reactive posture—while contrary to the Framers’ hopes and expectations as enshrined in Federalist 51—also appears perfectly rational when we consider the political incentives members face when deciding whether and how to respond to major foreign policy developments. (pp. 241-42).

Somewhat paradoxically, presidents often have greater incentives to seek congressional authorization than do members of Congress to engage the debate over war initiation.32 (pp. 241-42). Since Truman, all presidents have asserted the office’s unilateral authority to order American military forces abroad, absent explicit congressional authorization, to pursue a wide range of policy goals. (pp. 255-60). Even President Obama, a former law professor who as Senator maintained “the president does not have power under the Constitution to unilaterally authorize a military attack in a situation that does not involve stopping an actual or imminent threat to the nation,” changed his tune once in office.33 For example, in 2011, President Obama, backed by the Office of Legal Counsel, argued that he possessed independent constitutional authority to intervene militarily in Libya without congressional approval because the mission was tied to the national interest, even though the crisis in Libya did not involve an actual or imminent threat to the United States itself.34 Similarly, when contemplating military strikes against the Assad regime for its use of chemical weapons, the Obama administration articulated a legal justification for unilateral intervention in Syria, because enforcing international norms against the use of chemical weapons was in the national interest, broadly

31 See THE FEDERALIST No. 51 (James Madison) (discussing the importance of separation of powers and checks and balances to the protection of the new republican system of government).

32 See LINDA FOWLER, WATCHDOGS ON THE HILL: THE DECLINE OF CONGRESSIONAL OVERSIGHT OF U.S. FOREIGN RELATIONS (2015) (“Presidents would profit from sharing power with reinvigorated national security committees in the long run. Lawmakers provide political cover for presidential initiatives, and they generate useful intelligence about the political risks of particular strategies.”).


34 See Memorandum from Caroline D. Krass, Principal Deputy Assistant Att’y Gen., to the Att’y Gen., supra note 3.
President Obama ultimately decided to seek congressional authorization before a military strike for political not legal purposes.36

While contemporary presidents have embraced Truman’s constitutional logic articulating a unilateral presidential power to use force, many have also drawn an important lesson from his failure to secure a congressional vote backing intervention in Korea: when possible, securing congressional authorization and tying members of Congress politically to a foreign venture and its ultimate success can pay significant dividends.37 Congressional authorizations can bolster public support for the President and his military policies, and they can make it more difficult for members who previously voted for the authorization to criticize the administration’s subsequent conduct of the military mission should it fail to unfold according to plan.38 As anecdotal, but significant evidence of the latter dynamics, consider the plight of both John Kerry in 2004 and Hillary Clinton in 2008 as they struggled to distance themselves from their 2002 votes to authorize the war in Iraq.39 Unshakeable and politically damning charges of having flip-flopped on the war plagued both candidates.40 Only when we view Presidents as seeking congressional authorization for political cover rather than for legal sanction can we make sense of Presidents routinely asking for congressional authorization while assiduously maintaining that they possess independent authority to act unilaterally and that congressional authorization, while welcome, is superfluous.

Members of Congress, however, often logically prefer not to tie their political fates to those of the President and his military endeavors. The Framers hoped that the political interests of members of Congress would be intimately tied to those of the institution itself, and that they would therefore protect it by aggressively combating any and all usurpations of power by the executive.41

36 For an extended discussion of the politics involved, see generally Douglas L. Kriner, Obama’s Authorization Paradox: Syria and Congress’s Continued Relevance in Military Affairs, 44 PRESIDENTIAL STUD. Q. 309 (2014).
37 See for example, Griffin’s discussion of the Gulf of Tonkin Resolution: “The purpose of the resolution was to put Congress on the record politically in supporting the administration’s response to the Tonkin Gulf attacks and its general policy of resisting communist aggression in Vietnam.” (Griffin p. 123).
38 See Kriner, supra note 36, at 315-24.
39 See Patrick Healy, Clinton Gives Wars Critics New Answer on ’02 Vote, N.Y. TIMES, Feb. 18, 2007, at A30 (discussing the debate within the Clinton campaign on how best to deal with festering antiwar anger and comparing her plight to that of the 2004 Kerry campaign).
40 Id.
However, partisan and electoral incentives often swamp the institutional incentives.\textsuperscript{42} Members of the opposition party in Congress stand to gain little by considering, debating, and ultimately voting for a congressional authorization that would lend the Commander in Chief valuable political cover should the mission go wrong. Instead, opposition party members stand to gain much more by remaining silent at the outset and waiting for windows of opportunity to arise during the course of a military operation to attack the President for political gain. As a result, the stronger the ranks of the opposition party, the more unlikely Congress will be to engage the President in constructive, deliberative dialogue with the ultimate aim of exercising its constitutional authority to give legislative sanction to the use of force.\textsuperscript{43}

Even presidential co-partisans may often possess strong incentives to avoid engaging in the politics of war initiation and instead leave the initiative to the President. If a war succeeds, these members stand to reap electoral gains on the President’s coattails. If a military venture proves more costly than anticipated, their reticence to tie themselves politically to the conflict \textit{ex ante} may help insulate them from political fallout and direct the public’s animus instead at the Commander in Chief.\textsuperscript{44}

While members of Congress may rationally prefer to be silent in the lead up to a use of force, once military action begins members of Congress have routinely used an array of tools at their disposal to influence the course of military policy indirectly, primarily by inflicting political damage on the Commander in Chief. Since 1945, members of Congress have introduced dozens of legislative instruments that would in some way hamstring the President’s flexibility in the military arena, from efforts to cut off funding for military operations to those that would establish timetables for the withdrawal of American forces.\textsuperscript{45} Between 1945 and 2004, Congress’s committees held hundreds of days of hearings alleging presidential misconduct of military actions from the Korean War to the invasion of the Dominican Republic to the invasion of Grenada to peacekeeping missions in the Balkans and the war in Iraq.\textsuperscript{46} More informally, members of Congress have engaged the debate in the public sphere and generated considerable media coverage sharply criticizing administration policies.\textsuperscript{47}

\begin{itemize}
\item \textsuperscript{43} See \textit{Douglas L. Kriner, After the Rubicon: Congress, Presidents, and The Politics of Waging War} 266 (2010) (finding evidence that congressional opponents of a president wait for politically opportune moments in domestic politics or military operations to engage in criticism of executive action).\n
\item \textsuperscript{44} See id. at 52-57.\n
\item \textsuperscript{45} See id. at 147-58.\n
\item \textsuperscript{46} Id. at 52-57, 158-60.\n
\item \textsuperscript{47} Id. at 160-62.\n\end{itemize}
Of course, Congress does not always use the various tools available to it to engage in political battle with the President over the conduct of military affairs. Rather, partisan politics, fluctuations in public opinion, and changes in the situation on the ground all influence Congress’ willingness to use the legislative and investigative weapons in its arsenal. Yet, when partisan incentives and windows of opportunity align, Congress does spur to life and has, throughout the post-World War II era, routinely engaged major questions of foreign policy, battling the executive for leadership over the course and conduct of military affairs.

This active congressional engagement, however, only rarely resembles the deliberative norms prized by both Zeisberg and Griffin. For example, Zeisberg’s deliberative norm for Congress demands that legislators link their arguments about Congress and its constitutional authority to their own, independent substantive agenda for national security policymaking. (Zeisberg p. 33). To be sure, when challenging presidential policies some members of Congress make constitutional claims about congressional prerogatives in war powers that have been violated by a unilateral executive. Similarly, some members offer substantive critiques of administration policy and strive to articulate viable alternative policy courses.

However, a great deal of congressional criticism of presidential foreign policy is better designed to score political points than to engage in genuine deliberation with the executive branch. Rather than reshape policy, most congressional challenges seem crafted with an eye toward assigning blame and inflicting political pain. Given Congress’ institutional weakness in questions of war powers, this approach makes sense. Presidents enjoy significant first mover advantages. By taking the initiative and acting unilaterally to dispatch troops abroad, they put other actors on the defensive and compel them to take affirmative action to undo policies that the executive branch has already put in motion. In most cases, Congress’ institutional limitations—collective action dilemmas, super-majoritarian requirements, and a legislative process riddled with transaction costs—render it exceedingly unlikely that Congress can

48 See, e.g., Kriner, supra note 36, at 310 (stating that twenty-one Democrats thought Obama constitutionally needed congressional authorization to bomb Syria).

49 See, e.g., infra notes 66-77 and accompanying text (discussing congressional opposition to the Iraq War).

50 See infra text accompanying note 66.

legislatively compel the President to abandon his preferred policy course. Moreover, as the failed efforts of the 110th Congress to use the power of the purse to compel a drawdown in Iraq show, even when Congress overcomes these internal hurdles, they face the all but insurmountable barrier of a President wielding a veto pen. All but precluded from effecting major policy change legislatively, congressional opponents have sought political advantage as well as policy influence through more informal means: by seeking to maximize the political costs the President must pay to pursue military policies that diverge from congressional preferences.

III. ACCOUNTABILITY WITHOUT DELIBERATION?

Congressional challenges to presidential military policies are more often calculated to score political points than to engage in ardent interbranch deliberation. Nevertheless, is it possible that Congress’ engagement through these means, while perhaps suboptimal normatively, nonetheless provides a measure of democratic accountability? While both Zeisberg and Griffin emphasize interbranch deliberation, Griffin is also explicit in stating that accountability is the ultimate aim:

Yet this requirement [to seek authorization] is in service of a larger vision of separation of powers designed to encourage interbranch deliberation and, through such deliberation, a democratic exchange with the people with the creation of a cycle of accountability being the ultimate end in view. (Griffin p. 50).

Can this accountability be achieved without genuine interbranch deliberation? At several points, Griffin seems to suggest no. After describing the absence of deliberation in key historical cases, Griffin notes that as a result a cycle of accountability is never initiated. However, when Congress breaks

---


53 See, e.g., Jeff Zeleny, Republicans to Rely on President Bush’s Veto to Block Troop Withdrawal Plan, N.Y. TIMES, Mar. 27, 2007, at A10 (reporting that a Democratically backed spending bill that would impose a withdrawal date from Iraq for U.S. troops would be blocked by Republican President Bush).

54 See KRINER, supra note 43, at 158-66, 276-83.

55 For example, Griffin notes that Nixon’s invasion of Cambodia and other escalations of the Vietnam War helped obtain a modest concession from North Vietnam. (Griffin p. 148). However, “[b]ecause the cycle of accountability never began, Congress and the public never had the chance to decide [whether it was worth the cost].” (p. 148). An alternative assessment of the politics of the era is that the tremendous congressional criticism Nixon weathered did provide some measure of accountability, which forced Nixon to pursue
its silence, engages in policy debates and criticizes the President’s military policies when windows of opportunity arise, does this behavior—while imperfect and often decidedly non-deliberative—induce a tangible measure of accountability? There are strong reasons to believe that it does. For example, while Griffin laments the lack of accountability on Vietnam policy in the Nixon era, he also notes that while Nixon unilaterally expanded the war into Cambodia, “[i]t was not a permanent expansion of the war, as Nixon shortly withdrew American forces, albeit under tremendous political pressure.” (Griffin p. 149). The absence of interbranch dialogue may have resulted in a costly policy blunder that did little to further American objectives. However, the political pressure generated by congressional opposition had concrete policy consequences. The question, then, is how much accountability such political dynamics can generate.

Moving beyond the isolated case of Nixon’s Cambodia policy during the Vietnam War, there is substantial empirical evidence across a range of military missions that even politically-motivated congressional challenges to the President’s conduct of military policy have considerable ramifications for policy outcomes.56 One reason that such congressional challenges are politically potent is that the public still believes Congress has an important constitutional role to play in questions of war powers. For example, in a September 2013 poll, 61% of Americans said that Congress should have the final say over whether the United States conducted military strikes against Syria in response to the Assad regime’s use of chemical weapons, versus only 30% saying that such authority rested with President Obama.57 Similarly, in an August 2002 poll—despite President Bush’s lofty 68% job approval rating—a full three quarters of Americans said that President Bush should obtain congressional approval before invading Iraq.58 As a result, there is an expectation for most Americans that Congress, despite its institutional limitations and dismal public standing, has an important constitutional role to
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56 See, e.g., KRINER, supra note 43, at 181-82 (finding, for example, that formal legislative actions and congressional investigations had significant effects on military policy).


play in military affairs. And when Congress speaks, its voice seems to resonate with the public. A long literature in political science has demonstrated that congressional criticism undermines public support for the President and his military policies.\(^5^9\) Sensitive to the political costs of diminished public support, Presidents appear to adjust the scale, scope, and duration of their military policies in response to real or anticipated objections from Congress.\(^6^0\)

Moreover, there is also considerable empirical evidence that the threat of costly congressional criticism, should the President pursue costly military policies of which the legislature will disapprove, also serves as a powerful constraint on the presidential initiation of military action, even though Congress often is reluctant to engage political debates concerning the initiation of military action.\(^6^1\) Such dynamics—in which congressional actions (or the anticipation of them), while not legally binding, nonetheless compel presidential policy shifts—reinforce one of Griffin’s main themes: “that the Constitution can influence policy even when it is not enforced by the courts.” (Griffin p. 4). The process through which Congress generates this constraint bears little resemblance to the reasoned argument among philosopher kings with different institutional vantage points and insights. However, it may nonetheless produce many features of democratic accountability.

---


\(^{61}\) Howell & Pevehouse, supra note 59, at 73, 243-44.
IV. Partisanship and the Strength of the Congressional Constraint on Presidential War Power

Under certain conditions, Congress may well provide a significant measure of democratic accountability to presidential military policymaking, despite the general absence of sophisticated interbranch deliberation. However, the accountability that Congress creates through these mechanisms is far from constant. There is considerable variation in Congress’ willingness to use the tools at its disposal to combat the Commander in Chief, both over time, and even within the course of individual conflicts themselves.62

Partisanship is one of the most oft-cited explanations for these varying interbranch dynamics.63 As the ranks of the opposition party in Congress grow, institutional and partisan incentives come into greater alignment and legislative challenges to presidential foreign policies become more likely.64 Both Griffin and Zeisberg acknowledge and address the importance of partisanship in shaping interbranch wartime politics. However, they reach somewhat different conclusions. Griffin traces the evolution of the two parties’ foreign policy ideological stances over the course of the Cold War to the point that Republicans generally became champions of a strong, unilateral Presidency, whereas Democrats remained more skeptical and attached to Congress’ traditional prerogatives in war powers. (Griffin pp. 160-62).

Zeisberg argues that while partisanship undoubtedly matters, its influence is variable and far from unidirectional.65 For example, Zeisberg notes that partisan ties provided few barriers to the Nye Committee when it investigated the role of the munitions industry in spurring American intervention in World War I and in assessing the United States’ defense posture more generally. (Zeisberg pp. 188-89, 219). Rather, isolationists and other like-minded members from both parties joined together in critically examining presidential policymaking and articulating a different vision for American foreign policy. (p. 189). In the context of the Iran-Contra investigation, Zeisberg argues that partisanship was a much more prominent force; however, even this case deviates from a straightforward partisan story. (p. 219). Republicans intensely
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62 See KRINER, supra note 43, at 233, 266 (exploring the key drivers of congressional willingness to confront the President on military matters).

63 See, e.g., HOWELL & PEVEHOUSE, supra note 59, at 222; KRINER, supra note 43, at 73; David Brulé, Congressional Opposition, the Economy, and U.S. Dispute Initiation, 1946-2000, 50 J. CONFLICT RESOL. 463, 479; Clark, supra note 60, at 388. For cross-national evidence of such a dynamic, see Michael T. Koch, Governments, Partisanship, and Foreign Policy: The Case of Dispute Duration, 46 J. PEACE RES. 799, 806, 813.

64 See KRINER, supra note 43, at 247 (finding a ten-fold increase in the number of expected congressional actions when the President’s party in Congress decreased in strength from 57% to 47%).

65 “[P]artisanship is organized differently in different times, implies different goals to different officials within a particular context, and often embraces multiple, not one, security ideologies.” (Zeisberg p. 249).
rallied around their party leader, and in so doing all but denied that Congress had any role to play in the matter at all. (pp. 219-20). Democrats, by contrast, failed to be partisan enough. In their efforts to avoid having the inquest cast as a partisan crusade, they failed to push their case aggressively and undermined its ultimate effect. (pp. 219-20). Of course, it is perhaps unsurprising that partisan forces affected interbranch politics differently during the 1930s, an era of low polarization and considerable intra-partisan ideological heterogeneity, than in the much more polarized era of the 1980s. Moreover, despite Democrats' fears of being labeled soft on defense, which may have blunted the force of the Iran-Contra hearings, partisanship almost certainly played a dominant role. It is highly unlikely that there would have been an inquest at all—let alone one that does appear to have damaged the President politically—if Republicans had controlled Congress.

For much of the post-1945 era—even during the alleged Cold War consensus—partisanship was a main driver of interbranch conflict in war powers. Partisan attacks began almost immediately after the Japanese surrender on the decks of the U.S.S. Missouri with Republican inquests into the loss of China and Truman’s conduct of the Korean War. To be sure, congressional challenges to presidential war-making can and did arise in periods of unified government. For example, Senator Fulbright commenced a series of Senate Foreign Relations Committee investigations into President Johnson’s foreign policy, first in the Dominican Republic and then in Vietnam. However, even this congressional inquest increased considerably in scope and intensity once Nixon replaced Johnson in the Oval Office. Congressional Democrats continued to combat President Ford aggressively in the foreign policy arena, and interbranch tensions in foreign policy intensified again during the 1980s with battles between congressional Democrats and President Reagan over administration policies in Central America, Grenada, Lebanon and elsewhere.

Most of the major interbranch battles of the mid to late Cold War era pitted a Democratic Congress against a Republican President. However, with the
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68 Id. at 118-19.
69 Id. at 124.
71 See id. at 16-20, 154.
fall of the Soviet Union and the election of a Democratic President more willing to use force abroad than Carter had been, Republicans largely abandoned their support for unilateral presidential power in military affairs and instead assailed Clinton’s use of force for peacekeeping missions in Haiti and the Balkans. Most Democrats who had erstwhile lamented presidential usurpations of war powers, by contrast, rallied behind Clinton and blocked legislative efforts to undo Clinton’s policies.73

After 9/11, both parties willingly delegated considerable legislative authority and political leeway to President Bush in waging the war on terror as he saw fit.74 However, partisan divisions reemerged quickly. Virtually all of the opposition to the Iraq War in 2002 was provided by Democrats.75 As the war progressed and its failures mounted—from high casualties, to a disastrous and costly occupation, to Abu Ghraib—Democrats charged the administration with misconduct, while Republicans did all in their power to squelch challenges to the administration from ever reaching the floor or having a hearing in committee.76 For example, the House Armed Services committee held only five hours of hearings into allegations of prisoner abuse at Abu Ghraib, versus over 140 hours of House testimony on whether President Bill Clinton improperly used the White House Christmas card list in the 1990s.77 The Democratic victories in the 2006 midterms, by contrast, opened a floodgate of congressional challenges to the administration’s unilateral conduct of the Iraq War, including embarrassing revelations about pre-war intelligence, body armor shortages, and even failures to provide adequate care to wounded veterans at Walter Reed Army Medical Center.78 These Democratic-led
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73 For an empirical analysis of legislative roll call voting behavior on bills to constrain the President’s freedom of action in foreign affairs during the Reagan and Clinton administrations, see KRINER, supra note 43, at 251-66.
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inquests derailed administration efforts to capitalize on the seeming success of the 2007 troop surge and the dramatic decreases in violence and American casualties in the waning months of the Bush Presidency.\(^7\)

Empirical analysis of congressional activity supports the contention that partisanship has indeed been the most important engine driving variation in interbranch conflict in the military policy arena in recent decades. For example, an analysis of twenty major uses of force involving ground troops or the sustained use of firepower between 1945 and 2004 shows that the strength of the opposition party in Congress is the strongest predictor of the intensity and timing of legislative and investigative challenges to presidential discretion in the conduct of military affairs.\(^8\)

However, partisanship may not always be the dominant factor determining whether Congress can impose some sort of imperfect, though meaningful accountability on the Commander in Chief. Growing ideological cleavages with respect to foreign policy within both parties holds the potential to weaken the partisan dynamic underlying interbranch wartime politics in the future. As Zeisberg’s discussion of the Nye Committee shows, the United States has experienced periods of considerable intra-party ideological heterogeneity before. (pp. 188-89, 219). There are clear signs that significant intra-partisan cleavages on foreign policy are re-emerging in the contemporary period. For example, the most vocal critics of President Obama’s 2009 troop surge in Afghanistan were not Republicans; they were Democrats who had grown skeptical of the United States’ capacity to transform Central Asia through military might.\(^9\) In May 2009, it was Massachusetts Democrat Jim McGovern who introduced legislation (HR 2404) demanding that the President present Congress with a detailed exit strategy for Afghanistan.\(^10\) A majority of Democrats backed the bill.\(^11\) Republican support saved the day for the administration,\(^12\) though some, like conservative California Congressman Dana Rohrabacher, publicly joined forces with liberal Democrats to oppose the troop surge.\(^13\) In 2011, a curious alliance of Democrats and Republicans attacked
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\(^7\) See Kriner, supra note 43, at 276, 282-83.

\(^8\) Kriner, supra note 47, at 151-53, 239, 250-51.

\(^9\) Indira A.R. Lakshmanan, Democrats Aren’t Yielding to Obama, N.Y. Times (June 9, 2009), http://www.nytimes.com/2009/06/09/us/09iht-letter10web.html (stating, for example, that fifty-one of the sixty NO votes on a war funding bill were Democrats).


\(^11\) Kriner, supra note 43, at 30 n.65 (listing votes).

\(^12\) Id. (stating Republicans voted 164-7 against the proposal).

President Obama’s intervention in Libya on both constitutional and policy grounds. For example, whereas Obama and his lawyers maintained that the Libyan mission should not trigger the automatic withdrawal clock of the War Powers Resolutions because American forces were not engaged in “hostilities,” House Speaker John Boehner, perhaps unsurprisingly, quipped: “It just doesn’t pass the straight-face test in my view.”86 More interestingly, the Speaker was joined in his assessment by California Democrat Brad Sherman, a senior Democrat on the House Foreign Affairs Committee, who argued, “You’re flying over Libya, participating in bombing Libya. It seems hostile to me.”87 Three years later, Virginia Democrat and ardent Obama supporter Tim Kaine and Tea Party favorite Justin Amash stood united in voting against the White House’s bill to arm moderate Syrian rebels and calling for the President to seek congressional authorization for airstrikes against ISIS.88

If these intra-partisan foreign policy cleavages continue to widen, it has the potential to ease the boom-bust cycle in congressional engagement in interbranch war politics that has hampered democratic accountability for much of the post-World War II era. Aggressive congressional engagement in military policymaking may no longer be almost exclusively a phenomenon of divided government.

CONCLUSION

While the Constitution endeavored to ensure interbranch dialogue and the building of consensus across institutions before the nation reached the most fateful policy decision it can make—to go to war—our polity has long failed to live up to this ideal. However, the basic mechanism of democratic accountability remains: the ballot box. Moreover, Congress continues to play an important role in providing this accountability by using its institutional leverage to ratchet up the political costs to presidents of pursuing costly military policies. Presidents, attentive to their historical legacies and continuation in office, often adjust their conduct of military policy accordingly. Such accountability, obtained not through genuine interbranch deliberation but more informally by politically motivated interbranch conflict and anticipatory reactions, is admittedly imperfect. It does not forestall the policy blunders that in an ideal world might have been avoided if administration policies were submitted ex ante to full scrutiny through an open and reasoned

87 Id.
debate engaging actors with multiple institutional viewpoints and sources of expertise. However, Presidents do pay costs for policy blunders, costs that are often heightened by Congress. In many cases, the resulting political costs are steep enough to compel Presidents to abandon their preferred policy course, even though Congress is patently unable to compel them to do so legislatively.

As a result, the President—while certainly *primus inter pares* in the military arena—is not imperial. Political reality is considerably more complex than a simple dichotomy between an all-powerful, imperial President and a titular Commander in Chief dependent on Congress for initiative in the military arena. Rather, as both Griffin and Zeisberg show, the true balance of power lies somewhere between these extremes, and it varies over time as interbranch politics unfold.